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Proper paraffin slide storage is crucial for
translational research projects involving
immunohistochemistry stains
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Abstract

The use of paraffin slides and tissue microarrays (TMA) is indispensable for translational research. However, storage
of paraffin slides over time has a substantial detrimental effect on the quality and reliability of
immunohistochemistry stains. Particularly affected by this issue may be any collaborative efforts where paraffin
slides or TMAs are shipped to central laboratories and then ‘biobanked’ for some time until use. This article
summarizes some of the key issues affecting loss of antigenicity on paraffin slides and some simple storage
solutions to help maintain high quality immunohistochemistry results when paraffin slides must be stored for a
certain time prior to use.
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Background
Translational research is in large part based on the use of
formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks.
When sectioned, tissue slides can be used for a variety of
purposes such as special stains, immunohistochemistry,
and in situ hybridization to study morphology, protein ex-
pression, DNA aberrations and RNA expression. Tissue
microarrays (TMAs) can also be constructed from FFPE
material. These are produced by the repeated transfer of
small tissue cores from a series of tissue blocks into a
single recipient ‘TMA’ block [1]. TMA slides have the ad-
vantage of concentrating a large number of tissues on a
minimal number of slides, reducing costs, resources, and
tissue usage [2].
Although histological slides are invaluable for research,

it is important to underline that paraffin slides lose their
value with longer storage times, particularly for immuno-
histochemistry applications. The timing of tissue block
sectioning followed by their use is paramount in maintain-
ing the quality and reliability of results.
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Longer storage time is detrimental to antigenicity
Longer storage times can considerably affect the quality
of immunohistochemistry staining, resulting in false-
negative findings [3]. The longer the storage time at room
temperature (RT) is, the worse the effects on antigenicity
[3-5]. Storage time affects loss of nuclear, cytoplasmic and
membranous biomarkers and impacts whole tissue sec-
tions and TMAs alike [4,6]. Already at 3 months at RT,
Ki-67 and other biomarkers show substantial losses in the
percentage of positive cells and staining intensities com-
pared to freshly cut slides [3-5], underlining the import-
ance of planning and timing research studies using this
type of material.
Other reasons for loss of antigenicity
In addition to time, several other reasons affect the qual-
ity of immunohistochemistry on paraffin slides in stor-
age. Exposure of the slides to the air leads to oxidation
which impacts immunoreactivity [7]. Hydrolysis, namely
exposure of tissues to endogenous water resulting from
inadequate tissue processing has a major impact on anti-
gen degradation [8]. Exposure to sun or light [9] dimin-
ishes antigenicity as does storage of paraffin slides at
higher temperatures [10,11]. Storage of slides at 4°C is
shown in several studies to help prevent antigen degrad-
ation [5,10-12] but may also be sub-optimal due to the
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humid environment and thus hydrolysis occurring from
exogenous water [8]. Although not related to storage per
se, it should be mentioned that inappropriate and pro-
longed fixation may damage antigenicity or cause diffu-
sion artefacts, and that these effects may differ from one
antigen to another [13]. Of course, the type of fixative
also has an important impact on antigenicity [14]. Sum-
marizing, the following factors may have a considerable
impact on the quality of immunohistochemistry:

– Storage time
– Oxidation
– Hydrolysis
– Tissue processing time
– Sun or light exposure
– Fixation time
– Type of fixative

Paraffin slide storage solutions
In our laboratory, dipping freshly cut slides after 1 day
of drying into paraffin is a routine practice for both
whole tissue sections and TMAs. Coating or dipping
with paraffin ‘seals’ the tissue and should reduce oxida-
tion. Slides are ready to use after melting to remove the
additional wax in an incubator. Standard immunostain-
ing protocols are followed thereafter. In combination
with a cool environment, e.g. at 4°C, paraffin-coated
slides should provide adequate short-term storage of tis-
sues. Several studies support this solution. Gelb and col-
leagues evaluated PTEN staining in 26 breast cancers by
Figure 1 Immunohistochemistry staining of a colorectal adenoma wit
A) on a freshly cut slide (0 months), after paraffin-coated storage B) a
investigating storage at RT on uncoated slides, RT with
coated slides, 4° uncoated slides and 4°C with coated
slides and show that the latter is ideal for antigen pres-
ervation after 4 months [12]. DiVito and colleagues have
also shown the superiority of coated paraffin slides for
antigen preservation but recommend additional nitro-
gen storage [4]. The combination of uncoated slides at
ambient temperatures is harmful to antigenicity, par-
ticularly with longer storage time [15,16]. DiVito under-
lines that slides under such conditions stained for Ki-67
produce unreadable results in some instances. Our own
evidence suggests that slide coating is effective for whole
tissue sections and TMAs in most, but not all, cases for at
least several months and may depend on protein abun-
dance. In Figure 1, tissue slides from a colorectal adenoma
were preserved by slide dipping followed by immunohisto-
chemistry for MSH6 at 2 months, 4 months and 7 months.
Staining shows little variation in comparison to a slide
stained soon after sectioning.

Discussion
The issue of slide storage and detrimental effect on anti-
genicity may be of particular relevance in some settings.
In any context where tissue slides are ‘biobanked’ for a
certain time prior to use, for example in international
collaborative studies, the effect of storage time must be
considered. The problem may be magnified if slides from
local institutions are shipped to central laboratories for
immunohistochemistry. Translational projects stemming
from clinical trials may involve FFPE material. These
h mismatch repair protein MSH6 (20×; annotated region 40×)
fter 2 months, C) after 4 months and D) after 7 months.
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tissues are requested from pathology institutes whose
policy may dictate that tissue slides rather than paraffin
blocks are forwarded. Slides may be shipped off to another
laboratory for further testing. A delay between sectioning
and immunohistochemistry may lead to false-negative re-
sults. In the case of large cohort studies, investigators may
like to have slides from each case sectioned prior to use,
however this could lead to qualitative differences in
staining between sections cut earlier or later. Ambitious
research projects that have not been adequately orga-
nized may suffer the consequences of poor quality or
unreadable stains if slides are not used relatively quickly
after sectioning.

Conclusion
The quality of immunohistochemistry results on paraffin
slides is affected by storage time and several other fac-
tors. It is imperative that studies be adequately planned
so that fresh sections of paraffin blocks can be used as
much, and as soon as possible. If sections are coated, it
may be important to perform standardized quality control
assessment for collaborative studies. Results from immu-
nohistochemistry stains may be maintained for several
months by using some simple techniques such as coating/
dipping freshly cut slides into paraffin and storing these at
4°C, but may be marker-dependent. Storage of cut slides
at RT over time without additional precautions should
be avoided.
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